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Abstract
This paper investigates Constraint Satisfaction Problems(CSPs)that axe distributed by nature, i.e., there
is a division of the CSPinto sub components(agents)
that axe connected via constraints, where each subcomponentincludes several of the CSPvariables with
the constraints betweenthem. Wecall such a problem
a Distributed CSP(DCSP).In this paper we give a formal definition of DCSPsand present four algorithms
for solving them. Twoof the algorithms are based
on the difference betweenthe difficulty of solving the
internal constraints in the CSPcomponents(we call
them the peripheral components)of the DCSPand the
difficulty of solving the constraints betweenthe different CSPs (the central component). The two other
algorithms use local and global views of the DCSP
respectively. All the algorithmspermit the use of different techniques (CSP, knowledgebased, and operation research algorithms) in solving each of the problem components. Weprobe that as long as all the
selected techniques axe sound and complete, our algorithms are sound and complete. The algorithms were
tested in a real distributed environment;the results
showthat whenthere is a difference betweenthe difficulty of solving the peripheral componentsand the
central one, taking advazltage of it mayreduce significantly the amountof work(constraint checks and
messagepassing) needed for solving the DCSP.

Introduction.
Constraint satisfaction
problems (CSP) appear
many domains, e.g., image processing and resource
allocation problems (Solotorevsky G., Gudes E.,
Meisels A. 1994; Sycara K. ef al. 1991). Constraint
satisfaction problems are in general difficult to solve.
The research in solving these problems was focused
in two main models, the sequential, e.g, (Dechter R.
& Pearl J. 1987; Feldman R. & Golumbic M. 1990;
KumarV. 1992), and the parallel (Collin Z. &Dechter
R. 1990; Kasif S. & Delcher A.L. 1990). This paper is focused in a third model, the distributed model
(Burke P. & Prosser P. 1989; Yokoo M. et. at. 1990;
Yokoo M. 1995).
Intuitively, a distributed CSPis a CSPdivided into
CSPsubproblems,
whichareconnected
viaconstraints.

(Constraints may exist between variables of the same
sub-problem as well as between variables belonging to
different sub-problems.)
The origins of many CSPs are problems that are
solved in real life by several agents, each of themworking on a part of the problem (Levine P. & Pomerol
J. 1990; Prosser P.and ConwayC. & Muller M. 1992;
Sycara K. et al. 1991), e.g., the problem of assignment
of train-cars to trains in France (Levine P. & Pomerol
J. 1990). Therefore, often a division of the CSPinto
sub-CSPs is already given. The starting point of this
paper is a situation where a distributed CSPis given.
Wewill develop algorithms for solving the distributed
CSPusing several agents that are connected by a communication network (i.e.,
no commonmemory, just
message passing). The number of agents that will be
used is equal or larger by a small constant, to the number of subproblems in the given division of the CSP.
Research in sequential CSPis concentrated on efficiently solving large CSP problems. Methods were
suggested in the literature to reduce domains of variables (thus reducing search space) by pre-processing
(Dechter R. & Pearl J. 1987; Kumar V. 1992), and
to reduce backtracking by using constraint propagation (forward checking) algorithms (Prosser P. 1993;
Kumar V. 1992). In solving DCSPproblems we can
use the same techniques but we have two additional
complexities:
¯ Since each agent is working independently and in
parallel, we want to optimize the performance of the
slowest agent rather than optimizing each individual
agent.
¯ We want to minimize the number of messages exchanged between the agents, in order to reduce communication overhead.
¯ Wewould like to minimize the amount of backtracking each agent performs as a result of actions of other
agents.
The algorithms presented in this paper will address
these issues. Wealso want to guarantee termination
and successful finding of a solution if such a solution
exists (completeness and soundness).
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Note that. we use the term DCSPto describe a family of problems that are distributed by nature, and
not to describe distributed techniques to solve CSPs
[see (Yokoo M. 1995)), i.e., though one may look on
DCSPas a CSP and vice versa, and though a I)CSP
may be solved using sequential methods while a CSP
mayhe solved using distributed methods, they are ontologically difrerent. DCSPsthat are based on real
life problemswill often have different characteristics in
their components, e.g., some components may be more
constrained than others. In developing algorithms for
solving DCSPswe. will try to take advantage of these
diferences that are comnmnlyinherent to real DCSPs;
this is different from the work done in solving CSPs in
a distributed manner, where such differences shouldn’t
be assumed.
’[’he algorithms presented in this paper enable the
use of different methodologies for different components
of the same DCSP(including CSP, knowledge based,
and O R, methods), an example of a DCSPproblem that
will be enhanced by this, is the problem of building a
timetable for a department at the university. In this
problcm the assignment of teachers and times to each
rlass requires large amounts of knowledge, therefore
a knowledge based system will be appropriate. How,vet, the tamk of assigning rooms requires less knowledge therefore a CSPapproach will be more suitable.
In the first section we will give the definition of
DCSP(Distributed
CSPs) problems. In the second
section we will develop four distributed algorithms for
solving DCSPs. Wewill prove for each algorithm that
it. is sound and complete.
Definitions
I)CSPs, similarly to CSP problems, are problems that
require the assignments of values to variables according
to some constraints.
In DCSPsthere is a set of m
groups G1.. (;’2 .... Gmand a mappingfimction M.
For each 1 < i < m there exist
in the ith group rh variables Xa,,X,,. ......
X,,, with domains
I)l,,i)3,,...,Dn,.
Each D~, defines the set of values
that .’(k, can get.
A relation R on these variables is a sub set of the
(".artesian product:
RC!)1, xD=,t x...×Dn, x...

x Da,, x D.%, x...x Dn,,

A binary constraint Rtik, between two variables
¯ \’b,’\’k, is a sub set of the Cartesian product between
their domains, R.bk . C_ Di, × De,. Whenj = i the
constraint is called internal, otherwise, when j ¢ i it
is called external. The case where ki = I i denotes a
unary constraint
on Xq.
Mis a function I.hat mapsthe variables ira the set
G,,, into variables on the other G sets. Each variable
in the Gmset is mappedto a single variable in one of
t he other sets, attd no two variables in the rn group are
mapped to the same variable.
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A Distributed
Binary CSP (binary
set of variables

DCSP) is the

Xl~, X2~..., X,~, ..., Xl,,, X2,,, .... X,~,,
and the set of binary and unary constraints on these
variables.
A tuple P is a Solution to a binary DCSPif and
onlyif:
I. All the binary and unary constraints behohl in P
P E {xl~..... x,, ......
Vl:i(X,k,

zl,,. .... x,,,,

e Dk, ) A Vk,,lj(Xk,,

I
Xl.i e l~k,b

2. Each variable that belongs to the group (;m gets in
P the same value that gets the variable on which it.
is mapped by M.
Vl_<l<,,,,(M(Xl..) = X~, xz,,, = :r ~:,)
A eanonieal DCSP(Figure 1) is a DCSPin which:
1. Each external constraint includes exactly one node
of a group other than Gmand all the other nodes
participating in the external constraint are mernbers
of C?.,.
2. For each internal constraint between no(les that art;
all mappedinto nodes in Gin, there exists ira G,,,
exactly the same constraint between all the mapI)ed
nodes.

In canonical DCSPsboth the C, SP components of
the DCSP(G1..Gm-I) and the constraints
between
them (Gin) are represented as CSPs, . Therefore solving a canonical DCSPconsists on solving m CSPs, plus
taking car(’ that the values given to the nodes in G,,
are identical to the values given to the nodes on which
they are mapped by M. This feature will be used in
algorithms 3 and 4 in section 3.
An explicit
DCSP is a DCSP whose G,. group
is empty, see figure 3. Note that both concepts; an
explicit
DCSP, and a canonical DCSPare not restricted to I)CSP that contains only binary and unary
co,mtraints.
The motivation behind the concepts of Canonical
and Explicit DCSPs will become ch:arer when we
present the algorithms. Basically a canonical I)CSP
representation allows checking the inter-nodes constraints using a single node (agent) and thus provides
careful monitoring of effects of changes made by one
node on other nodes.
Solving
DCSP Problems
In the rest of this paper we assunm a given I)CSP
with a division into G1, .... G’,, subproblems, a mapping
function M, and m agents. Each agent Ai (1 < i < rn)
I,as a representation of all the variables and const taints
ira (7i (the internal constraints). I~br each pair of variables Xq:.\’k, that are mapped by M into Xm,, Xkb
then representation of the constraint amongthem will
be kept both in agents Ak,.4t, and A,,,.
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variables
reported
by Gi thelasttimethatpropagate.external(Gi)
or update_propagate(Gi)
usedandtheactualvaluesin thevariables
of G~.
Onlyagentsthatare connected
viaconstraints
to
variables
whosevalueswerechangedarereported
aboutthe change.

¯ external_confllct_backtrack(Gi)
is a procedure
that
seeks
an
alternative
solution
for Gi. It
e
tbJb ¯
,
tries
to
find
an
alternative
solution
that
involves
,.,t ,~ ,-(:)
a smallamountof changesin the valuesgottenby variables
connected
by external
constraints.
The
alternative
solution
must
be
a
solution
that
- (::)
is different
fromall the solutions
foundto Gi
sincethe lastcallto solve.Jnternal(Gi).
Note
Figurei: A canonical
DCSP
thateachcallto solve-internal(Gi)
enablesexternal_conflict_backtrack(Gi)
to findanysolution
C,~,,..,,
to Gi, except, of course, the one found by
solve-internal(Gi).
Algorithm
1. The simplestalgorithm
for solvinga
¯ ab
DCSPproblemis usinga sequential
method,
i.e.,selectoneof thesequential
algorithms
forsolving
a CSP
problem
anduseit on theDCSP(thisis equivalent
to
- (g)
synchronous
backtracking
in (YokooM. et aI. 1992));
therefore,
at anygiventimeonlyone agentwillbe
performing
an
action(checking
a constraint,
doingan
Figure2: An explicitDCSP
assignment, or undoing an assignment). It is clear that
if algorithm 1 uses a sequential algorithm that is sound
In developing
thealgorithms
for solving
theDCSP,
and complete then algorithm 1 is sound and complete.
special
emphasis
is givento posingno restriction
to
The advantage of this approach over the transformatheway usedby eachagentto solvetheinternal
CSP
tion of the DCSPinto a CSPand then solving it using
a sequential algorithm, is that the knowledgeacquisiforwhichit is responsible,
theagents
willonlyberestricted
in themethodstheyshoulduse forsolving
tion and representation aren’t damaged. The principal
theexternal
constraints.
Thatis,in allthealgorithms disadvantage of this approach is the huge waste of the
presented
below,eachagentcanselectanyalgorithm
working potential of the agents; at each momentm -- 1
(e.g.,FailureDirected
Backjump
(Presser
P. 1993),
agents won’t be doing any work. Another disadvanconstraint
propagation
(KumarV. 1992),etc.)
tage is that this method isn’t aware of the fact that
solving
itsinternal
CSP.TheAlgorithms
in thispaper
checking external constraints is muchmore expensive
ensure,
aswillbeproven,
thatif everyagentselects
an
than checking internal constraints.
algorithm
thatensures
tofinda solution
fortheinterAlgorithm 2. The second algorithm, similarly to
nalCSPif suchexists,
or otherwise
to stopandreturn
the first one, uses a sequential algorithm in order to
solve the DCSP,but in this algoritlim an order between
a negative
answer,thenthealgorithms
presented
in
the agents is established, and all the nodes belonging
thispaperwillfinda solution
to theDCSPwhensuch
the sameagent will be initialized one after the other.
solution
exists
or otherwise,
willhaltgiving
a negative to
This strategy alms to reduce the axnount of messages
answer.
between holies in different agents.
~olve=dcap2(i)
backtrack.dcsp2(int
i)
Low Level ProceduresTo represent the algobegin
begin
rithms
we willusefourprocedures:
if (i==m-I-1)
if (;==0)
retuTn true;
return f&]se
* solve.Jnternal(Gi)
is a procedure
thatfindsa soluelse
el-~e
if
~olve.intern~](~,)
if (srnail.change..~olution{
(:4~))
tionto theCSPGi withno concern
fortheexternal
begin
begin
constraints.
propagate.extern&l(
G
update..prop~,g~te(~i);
i)
return solve.dc.spl.i+l
];
solve.dcsp2(i-i- 1
end
end
¯ propagate-external(G/)
is a procedurethat inelae
else
formsall theagentsthatare connected
to G2"via
return backtrack.dcsp2(i-1)
return b&cktr~ck.dc~p2(i-l)
end;
end
constraints,
aboutthevaluesassigned
to thevariablesof Gi.
The heuristic for ordering the agents can be selected
¯ update-propagate(Gi)
is a procedurethat inaccording to the expected difficulty of solving the inforlrLs
theagents
thatareconnected
to Gi viaconternal CSPs of each agent. The agents with the largest
stralnts,
aboutthechanges
between
thevalues
of the
expected difficulty will be solved first. (There are many

: t:/ ....

<(..o,x;:’
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possible methods for the estimation of the difficulty,
e.g.,the numberof nodes in the agents, etc..). Following is tile pseudo-code that describes algorithm 2, it
assunms that the order of the agents initialization
is
A1,A.., .... , Am.
In order to dcmonstrate that algorithm 2 t is sound
and cornp]ete, (and also algorithms 3 and 4, that will
be soon described ), wc will look on the DCSPD as
a CSPC in which for each group Gi with ni nodes in
the DCSPexists a node G’i whose values domain are
tuples of size hi. A tuple is a legal value of G’i (it is
legal according to the unary constraint of G’i) if and
only if for every k, assigning the same values to gk, as
to the k location in the tuple yields a solution for the
CSPGi. Such a solution will bc called the equivalent
solution of the tuple.
An assignment of tuples to all the nodes in the CSP
C will be a solution of C if and only if the equivalent
solutions of all the tuples in D are a solution of D.
I.e., in the CSPC, ni and nj that are legal values of
G’i and G’j respectively (are legal at.cording to the binary constraints betweenG’~ and G’j), if an only if the
cquivalent solution of Gi and Gi is legal according to
all thc constraints between them. The above described
interpretation of the DCSPas a CSPwill be called the
naive interpretation.
The meaning that the previously defined functions
have according to the naive interpretation:
solvelnternal(G’i): finds a legal value for G’i.
external_conflict_backtrack(G’/):
finds ’% new"
value for G’~. The meaningof "’new" value is a value
that wasn’t returned by this function since the last
time that solve-internal(G’i) was called.
update_propagat e(G’~
and propagate-external(G’i):
are interpreted
an updating of the allowed values in the vertices that
connect the node G’i with other nodes.
Algorithm 2, according to the above presented interpretation, is equivalent to depth first search on a graph
of a CSP(with a final number of nodes, and a final
number of possible values for each node} with a fixed
order of nodes. Since depth first search ensures, under those conditions, finding a solution if such exists
or otherwise it halts giving a negative response, so will
do algorithm 2.
Algorithm 3. Algorithms 3 and 4 work on canonical
DCSPs, nevertheless they can be used to solve any
I)CSP after finding its equivalent canonical DCSP.The
main idea in algorithm 3 is to find first the solution
for Gin, i.e., to find a legal assignment of values for
all the nodes connected to other nodes via external
constraints, and then to find solutions for all tile other
G~’s that are compatible with the solution found for
Gin. This will be done as following:
l. Find a solution for G,~.
2. Do constraints propagation from the found solution of
Gm to all the other groups.
194 AIPS-96

3. Find a s(dution for Gl .... ,Gm-l. Dueto the constraint
propagation,it is sufficient to find a local solution for
eachof G1.... , Gin-1.
4. If a solution for "all of themwas found, then a sohltion
for the DCSPwas achieved, otherwise:
¯ if there is at least one G, that wcfailed to solve, then
seek a newsolution for G,~ and continue front 2.
¯ otherwisehalt and return false.
Note that the constraint propagation in stage 2 must
also be done to groups whose curren! solution isn’t
immediately affected by the new solution of Gin. this
is so both for achieving a correct backtracking and for
finding a new solution.
The comprehension of algorithm 3 under the naive
interpretation is that we test for G’mcach of the values that are legal according to its unary constraints,
and for each of those values, we check if there are legal valucs, according to the unary constraints, for all
the G~s which are compatible, according to the binary"
constraints, with thc value given to G~,. And so on
until a solution is found or until there isn’t an)’ new
value for G’., to test.
Since m is a final number and the numlmrof values
in the domain of each Gi is final, then the number of
tuples for all the Gis (including i = rn) is tinal; therefore this algorithm will find a solution if such exists, or
otherwise will halt giving a false response.
sol ve-dcsp3{ )
begin
~olve.lnternal(Grn)
propagale.external(
Gm
if
.~°lve;nternai(G1)
and ... and solve.internal(Gin_
] ))
/* parallel solve G1 ...Gin if they all s.cceed then a solution ]$ found.
otherwise if one of these fails then without waiting for the
other~ to answer do backtrack
=[
return true
else
return b&ck t t a(;k.dcsp3(’)
end;
backtrack Acsp3[ )
begin
if (externM.tonflict.backtrackl
Grn))
begin
u pd+tt e.propagate[ GrnJ
if (11 solve.-internal(G1)
and ... and :olve.internal(GTtt_
1 ))
[* parallel
solve G1 ...Gin_ 1 if they all succeed solution fo.nd.
otherwise if one of these fails then witho.t waiting
the otherl
answer, then do backtrack
*/
return true
else
return backtrack..dc,+p3(
end
el~p
return fal.~e
end;

(II

The main advantages of algorithm 3 are that it enables performing distributed work (during the stage of
finding solutions for G1,---,Gr,-t) and doing so, by
sending rclatively small numberof messages (they will
be sent only after the stage whcnone of the agents fails
to find a solution adequate to the solution of Gin).
The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that some
times great parts of the performed distributed work ,
will be irrelevant, i.e., an agent maydo a lot of workin
finding a solution which will be found to bc irrelevant
due to the failure of another agenl. This disadvantage will be reduced if the agents will use a method
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that learns from its failures (e.g., by ussing a TMS),so
whenthe agent will look for another solution, it will be
helped by the knowledge previously acquired by him.
Algorithm
4. This algorithm
uses agents
A1,..,Am-1 which each tries to solve its own problem and they all use a central axe, Am, only for synchronization in the backtrack stage. In this algorithm,
each agent (excluding Am) finds a solution for its local
problem and then checks if this solution is compatible with the local solutions already found by the other
agents.Whenthenew solution
is incompatible,
then
backtrack
is performed
andforwardsearchis continuedonlyaftera compatible
solution
is found.Note
thatchecking
external
constraints
at theassignment
stage,
before
localsolutions
areachieved,
canbe both
difficult
andwasteful
duetothefactthattheassignmentsvaluesmaychangea greatdealin thisstage.
Theapproach
in thisalgorithm
is quitetheopposite
totheonein algorithm
3; therewe firsttriedto find
a solution for Gin, and afterwards to find compatible
solutions for G1,.., Gin-l; here we will first find solutions for G1 ,..., Gm-iand only afterwards, we will test
if they are a legal solution for Gin.
In this algorithm,
¯ Distributively search for solutions for the local problems
of agent¯ A1,..., Am-1.
¯ Whenan agent finds a solution for its local problem,it
update¯ A,~. A,~ checks if the newsolution (the n +
solution) is compatible with the values of the solutions
previously found by the other agents. If it is then:
If all the agents already founda solution, then a solution for the DCSPis found.
- Otherwiseif the solution is compatiblebut A,,, hasn’t
already received solutions from all the other agents
then he waits for them.
Otherwise if the n+l solution is incompatible with the
n solutions already found, then backtrack is performed
betweenthe n + 1 agents that gave the solutions. If the
backtrack is successful, then A,~waits for newsolutions
(if needed), otherwise the algorithm halts and returns
false. Note that this backtracking must be performed
sequentially in order that one agent backtrack will not
conflict with another agent backtrack, however,as soon
as one backtrackresults with a valid solution for G,~the
process can ¯top.
solve..dcsp4(
begin
if ([[find.csp..solution4(G
then DCSP solved
else fail to solve DCSP
end.

I } and,...,

and find-csp-solution4(Gm_

fi nd.csp..so] ution4(Gx
begin
solveAnternal(
Gz
if update.valuesAn.Gm(Grn)
then
return true
else
return false
end.
u pdate-v&l ues An .Gin(Gx)
/* this is a critical
section that can be entered
only by one Agent ;st & time =/
begin critical
set the relevant
va]ues of G2 in Grn;

I ))

if (Gin is not in a lel~al state) then
while (Gin is not in a legal state) do
select Gi for backtrack
if (backtrack
between the Gis which have given
set~ Gmto a legal state)
then
return true;
end
else
return false.
else
return true;
end critical;

value

s to G~

Wecan prove the soundness and completeness of this
algorithm by using the naive interpretation in a similar
way we did in algorithm 3, for a complete proof see
(Solotorevsky G. &. Gudes E. 1995).
The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that the
backtrack is performed sequentially. This disadvantage
may be overcome by using the agents for additional
work in the stages whenthey are not active due to the
sequential work, e.g., finding alternative local solutions
that can be used in a future backtrack stage or exploring the local search tree using an algorithm that allows
learning.

Evaluation and Testing of the
Algorithms
Algorithms 3 and 4 were designed with view to two different families of DCSPs:the target of algorithm 4 is to
solve DCSPsin which the central component is dominant to the other components; dominant in the sense
that it is relatively difficult to solve it than to solve the
othercomponents.
Algorithm
3 is aimedto problems
in whichtheperipheral
components
aredominant.
In
thissection
we willtesthowwellthesealgorithms
are
suited
fortheirpurposes.
We willtesttheimprovement
achieved
by exploiting
theDCSPsnatureas is donein
algorithms
3 and 4 in comparison
withalgorithm
1
thatcompletely
ignorestheDCSPdistributed
structure,and with algorithm 2 that makes a very naive
use of the DCSPsdistributed nature.
Weopted to test our Algorithms in a real environment, as opposite to a simulation, this gives a more
realistic appreciation of the algorithms performance,
however this makes time measurements highly dependent of the activity in the Local Area Network(LAN),
therefore we opted to use two parameters to evaluate
the algorithms: the "Maximal Numberof Constraints’
Checks" (MNCC)and the number of messages sent
theagents.
In theprocess
of applying
ouralgorithms
to solvea DCSPtherearesomeintervals
in whichthe
agentsworkin sequence
and someotherintervals
in
whichtheyworkin parallel.
We definedMNCCas the
sumof alltheconstraints’
checks
donein thesequentialintervals
plusthesum of themaximalnumberof
constraints’
checksdoneby oneof theagentsin each
parallel
interval.

Algorithms Implementation.
As we point out throughout the paper, the algorithms
previously presented leave lots of freedom to how to
Solotorevsky
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Figure 3: constraints checks and probability
to have at least one solution.

of CSPs

implement the basic features, e.g., which technique to
use in solve_internal(), or howto use the idle time
an agent to perform some kind of learning. A smart
implementation of these techniques may enhance the
performance of the algorithms, however the scope of
this paper is to check the relative gains in using algorithms that exploit the inherent distribution of the
DCSPs,and not to check and compare different irnplementatkms of these algorithms, therefore we opted for
testing relatively non enhanced versions of tile algorithms. In order to provide a fair comparison between
the algorithms, wc implemented in all of them the low
level procedures in a similar way: Solve_internal finds
a solution for a CSPusing limited constraint propagation and simple backtracking. No heuristic is us[,d for
variable ordering, external_conflict_backtrack() finds
the next solution according to the backtracking order.
In Algorithm I we used limited constraint propagation, failure directed backjurnping and a random
variable ordering. Wedecided to use here failure dir~(’ted backjumping since using backtracking was far
too slow. Nevertheless we u~d backtracking in the
other algorithms to avoid a non standard implernentation of backjumpingthat is needed in order that cxterual_conflict_backtrack() works properly without skipping possible solutions.
The set

of experiments.

To generate the set of experiments to test the algorithms, we parameterized both the central component
of the canonical DCSPs, and the peripheral components. Weused 8 parameters to characterize the DCSPs: C1~um- the number of CSP components in the
|)CSP. bbr each DCSPin the explicit representation
of the DCSPwe have 4 parameters for characterizing
it (the same ones used in (Prosser P. 1994)): n number of variables, m - the number of values in each
variable domain, Pl - the probability that there is a
constraint betweena pair of variables, and p.., - the conditional probability that a pair of values is inconsistent
for a pair of variables, given that there is a constraint
between the variables. The central C.SP (in the canonical reprcsentation) is defined by 3 parameters: pc
the probability that a node in a peripheral CSPpar1% AIPS-96

Figure 4: constraints checks for P2 = 40.

ticipates in an external constraint, pc- the conditional
probability that given two variables that belong to two
different CSPs, and that both were selected to participate in external constraints, then they are connected
via a constraint, pv - the conditional probability that
a pair of values is inconsistent for a pair of variables,
given that the pair of variables is connected via an external constraint.
Graph 3 was created by testing CSPs with n = 5,
ra -- 4, pl=100, p.~ goes from 0 to l in steps of 0.1,
at each step 100 tests were made. It shows both the
average number of constraints’ checks needed to find
the first solution if there is a solution, and the probability of a CSPto have a solution, and the joint probability that 4 independent CSPs have solutions. E.g..
when P2 = 50 the average number of constrains ch~,cks
needed to find a solution is about 80, and the probability that there is a solution is about 40. Wesolved
the C, SPs using limited constraint propagation. Note
that we represent the CSPsby maintaining lists of legal
pairs (instead of lists of illegal pairs), this is the reason
that caused constraint propagation to take place even
for a graph with no constraints (p~ = 0).
In all our tests we used n = 5, m --- 4, Pl - 100.
Since we are interested in the effects on the difficulty
cal,sed by the difference betweenthe difficulty of solving tim central CSPand the difficulty of solving the
peripheral ones, then we opted for performing two sets
of tests one with P2 = 0.4 whereit is relatively ditficult
to solve all the 4 peripheral CSPs. and the second with
p~. = 0.2, for which the peripheral CSPsare relatively
simple to solve (see figure 8). In each set we did experiments with pe - 0.3, pc -.: 0.5 and pv running from
0.1 (easy) to 0.9 (difficult) in steps of 0.1, at each
we performed 50 tests. The tests were performed using
st’vcral computers connected via a LAN.
Figures 4 and 5 show correspondingly the number of
MNCC
and messages that have been done by the algorithms for solving DCSPswith P2 = 40 , e.g.. when pv
is 30 algorithm 1 does 5000 MNCCs
and sends 400 messages. Finding a solution for all the peripheral components, in each of the DCSPssolved in these figures,
is quitq.~ difficult (see figure 3). Whenthe" central componcn! is easy to solve, then finding a solution for it
is trot of muchuse for finding a solution for the whole
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Figure 5: messages sent for P2 : 40.
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Figure 6: constraints checks for P2 = 20.
DCSP;this is the reason why algorithm 3, which first
seeks for the solution of the central component, isn’t
too effective in the region where p2 goes from 0 to 30.
However, when the central component becomes more
difficult than the peripheral ones (p2 40 to 80) then
is effective to solve it first. The number of messages
sent by algorithm 3 remains low since it quickly learns
from his failures which values are incompatible with
the peripherals. Algorithm 4, that first solves the peripherals,
performs a small amount of MNCCswhen
the central component is easy to solve, since most of
the solutions that it finds (in a parallel process) for the
peripherals, will be good for the central component;
however when the central component becomes more
difficult, manysolutions will be rejected by it, which
will lead to sequential backtracking that will greatly
increase the number of messages. Whenthe central
component becomes very difficult,
many possible assignment.s will be immediately rejected and this will
reduce the number of MNCC
and of messages.
Algorithm 1, that uses a global view of the DCSP.
gives a relative low number of MNCC
for all the DCSPs; however since it uses constraint propagation, it
requires a high number of messages.
Algorithm 2 doesn’t take advantage either of a global
view of the DCSPor of parallelism. The result is a
very high number of MNCCand messages (except for
the zone where the central componentis so easy that it
can practically be ignored). Note that when the central
component becomes very difficult,
then the amount of
messages and the MNCC
decreases a bit, since many
of the failures are due to peripheral componentsthai.
are adjacent in the order selected by algorithm 2.
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Figure 7: messages sent for P2 = 20 .
Figures 6 and 7 show correspondingly the number
of MNCCsand messages that have been done by the
algorithms for solving DCSPswith p~ = 20, i.e., DCSPs where the peripheral componentsare easy to solve.
Algorithms 2 and 4 performs very badly (their results
didn’t fit into the graphs scales therefore they were
omited) the reason for this is that they both work according to the peripherals components, and afterward
check if the result is correct for the central one, however there are manypossible solutions for the peripheral componentsand only a few of them will fit to the
central one. Algorithms 3 and 1 performed very well,
algorithm 1 has some advantage in reducing the number of MNCCswhile algorithm 3 has some advantage
in reducing the number of messages.
Selecting

an algorithm.

Selecting a suitable algorithm for a DCSPproblem depends both on the problem characteristics,
specially
the relation between the difficulties of the peripheral
components and the central one, and on the price expected for a constraint check vs. the price of a message. Obviously a message in a LANis much more
costly than a binary constraint check when an explicit
representation
is used; however in many DCSPsthe
constraints are not explicitly represented and mayinvolve heavy procedures and Data Base queries. Table
8 shows which algorithms are recommendedfor which
kinds of problems; of course the table isn’t conclusive;
it just recommends educated guests about the algorithms that. could be selected, but for an individual
problem it isn’t assured that the recommendedalgorithm will be the best.
An interesting fact that. becomesclear from table 8
and from figures 5 and 7 is that algorithm 3 is most of
the time the best in keeping a low amountof messages.
The reason for this behavior is that after it sends a
solution to a peripheral componentP it gets an answer;
if there is a solution of P which is compatible to the
solution found for the ccntral component or if there
is no solution. The agent that deals with the central
componentrecords this information, therefore the next
time that a solution for the central componentis found,
that has the same values in the nodes connected to P,
the agent of the central component knows whether P
Solotorevsky
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Figure 8: Which algorithm to use ?
has a compatible solution or not without sending any
messages to P.
Note that there is a tradeoff between the use of parallelism and the use of a global view of the problem;
when we tested algorithm 1 without constraint propagation (no parallelism or global view) it performed
so badly that we opted to continue tcsting it only with
the use of constraint propagation (global view); this resuited in amounts of MNCCs
similar to those obtained
from algorithms 3 and 4 (but with a higher communications overhead) which used parallelism but no global
view. The amount of MNCCsperformed by algorithms
3 and 4 can be easily reduced by the use of constraint
propagation inside each component.

Discussion

and Conclusions

Wedefined in this paper the concept of DCSP- Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem. The DCSP
is an extension of the CSP concept. Previous works
used distributed techniques for solving CSPs, but ignored the distribution as an inherent part of the problem. Our approach is distinct in that not only the
distribution is a war’ to solve the problem but also is
part of the problemdefinition. Webelieve that this will
lead to a better definition an understanding of DCSPs.
The algorithms presented in this paper for solving
DCSPsfocus on the methods that the agents use for
solving external constraints. However,little requirements are posed on how the agents solve the internal
constraints. This feature enables each agent to use a
different technique for solving the CSPfor which he is
responsible. Moreover, an agent may use a non CSPs’
representation and solving technique, like an Operation Research or KnowledgeBased method, for solving
its internal CSP. Since the different methodologies often are suited for different CSPs, then using different
techniques for different components of a DCSPmar" be
very useful.
Weproved that if the internal algorithms used by
all the agents are sound and complete, then all the algorithms presented in this paper will have the same
property. Weproved it using the naive interpretation
that enables looking at DCSPas a CSP whose nodes
are the internal CSPs of the DCSP.Several other properties can be proven using this naive interpretation.
For example, the property, "a DCSPwhose components in the naive interpretation form a tree, can be
solved without performing any backtrack between its"
CSPs components", immediately follows from a similar
proof for CSPs (Preuder E.C. 1982).
198 AIPS-96

In future research we will apply the above algorithms
to a real life distributed resource allocation problem
such as in (Sycara K. el ai. 1991) and report on their
performance in this environment.
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